At BWX Technologies, Inc. (BWXT), we support naval nuclear propulsion, power the commercial industry, safeguard high-consequence operations, explore the reaches of space and develop life-saving technologies. We are People Strong, Innovation Driven.

**Economic Impact**

- **1,275** site-contracted employees
- **4** New Mexico suppliers
- **$8 M** in-state purchases

**Safety**

- Consistently ranked in top **25%** of industry peers*

* Statistics according to U.S. Department of Labor; All figures are approximations.
Subsidiaries and Locations

Newport Nuclear News BWXT-Los Alamos, LLC (N3B)

Los Alamos Legacy Cleanup Contract (LLCC) - Los Alamos, New Mexico
- Manages the 10-year, $1.38 billion Los Alamos Legacy Cleanup Contract for the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Environmental Management, Los Alamos Field Office
- Led by BWXT and Huntington Ingalls Industries (HII) Nuclear, joined by our critical subcontractors Longenecker and Associates and Tech2 Solutions

Nuclear Waste Partnership, LLC

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant – Carlsbad, New Mexico
- BWXT is a supporting partner of the AECOM-led entity, which includes major subcontractor ORANO
- Manages and operates the U.S. Department of Energy's Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in southeast New Mexico

BWXT has shipped over 21,000 cubic meters of transuranic waste to WIPP